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•Overview of Action Plan & changes to draft 

o I. Intro, II. Actions, III. Implementation 

o Actions reorganized & include progress metrics 

o Increased focus on design & equity 

o Cost estimates 

•Next Steps 

Today’s Presentation 



Public health problem 
like smoking or not wearing a seatbelt 

I. Introduction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like smoking or seatbelt use, traffic injuries & deaths are preventable public health problem.Like those two examples, we’ll need to raise awareness, make changes to regulations, enforce it, and build safety into the design.



Increased focus on design 
 



Equity 
People walking, biking, & riding motorcycles 

Source:  APD and Census 2013 5-year ACS Journey to work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are tragedies that affect all Austinites, but people walking, biking, or riding motorcycles disproportionately affected. Why? Most roads are designed for driving.In Austin, people walking are especially overrepresented, making up almost 1/3 of deaths. 



Source: TXDOT and Census 2010 

Equity 
Black & Hispanic Austinites 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the graph, blue is percent of pop. And red is percent of traffic deaths. Black and Hispanic Austinites are overrepresented, while fewer whites and Asians are killed relative to pop.



Source:  APD 

Equity 
People experiencing homelessness 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t have numbers for previous years, but in 2015, 39 percent of people walking who were killed were experiencing homelessness (jan. – nov. 2015, APD). The strong majority were in a location where people walking don’t have the right-of-way, and a high number involved impairment.Possible reasons:More walking = greater exposureTend to be pushed to live in undesirable locations, often near high-speed roadsAlcohol/substance, mental health problems



Action Plan Vision 
safe mobility as the top priority for the transportation system 
by setting the goal of zero deaths & zero serious injuries while 
traveling 
 
builds on multiple existing safety initiatives, facilitates greater 
collaboration, leverages limited resources between City 
departments, agencies, and community partners  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next I’d like to give ya’ll an overview of the Action Plan, starting with the Vision.The Vision sets a goal of zero deaths and injuries while traveling and says safe mobility is the top priority of the transportation system. It says that Vision Zero builds on the work the City and partners are already doing and facilitates greater collaboration to work toward the shared goal. 



Action Plan Vision 
requires a concerted, multi-pronged approach that addresses: 

• land use, transportation, infrastructure, 
 engineering, & design; 
• enforcement & prosecution; 
• education, culture change, public health, & 
 equity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It also identifies that there isn’t panacea for traffic violence; preventing it will require a multi-pronged approach including land use, transportation, design, enforcement and prosecution, and education and culture change. Especially when we look at who’s killed in crashes, equity becomes important.



II. Actions 
1. Evaluation: Collect, analyze, 

communicate & share data 
 

2. Enforcement: Focus on hotspots & 
target top factors 
 

3. Engineering: Complete Street Design, 
Traffic Engineering, & Transportation 
Planning 
 

4. Education: Create a targeted, branded 
Vision Zero education & media 
campaign  
 

5. Policy changes 



1. Evaluation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A data-driven approach to safety is necessary to achieve Vision Zero. Directing resources to address injuries and deaths within our transportationsystem requires good data, whether for targeting enforcement, identifying engineering countermeasures and priority locations, or crafting educational campaigns.



Actions address 
 

Data quality, 
collection, 
sharing 

Analysis & 
mapping 

Evaluation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The actions under this section address how we collect baseline data, monitor and share, analyze and map, and evaluate the effects of enforcement, engineering, and educational efforts.



2. Enforcement: Hotspots & Dangerous 
Behaviors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at crash data from 2010-14, we’ve found that crashes follow some patterns: Injuries follow busy roads, but deaths are especially on our high-speed roads. Certain roads light up with higher numbers of incapacitating injuries and deaths. 



Focus on Key Dangerous Behaviors 

Source: TxDOT crash data 
Time Period: 2010-2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, when we look at where we have contributing factors listed in the crash reports, we’ve found that 6 behaviors played a role in almost 80% of fatal or incapacitating crashes. This gives us better direction for where we need to concentrate resources. Many of these—such as speed or failure to yield may also occur at the intersection of behavior and design.



3. Engineering: Complete Street Design, 
Traffic Engineering, & Transportation Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at crash data from 2010-14, we’ve found that crashes follow some patterns: Injuries follow busy roads, but deaths are especially on our high-speed roads. Certain roads light up with higher numbers of incapacitating injuries and deaths. 



Actions address 
 

Safety 
engineering 

projects 

Implement 
Complete Streets 

Technology 

CapMetro 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at crash data from 2010-14, we’ve found that crashes follow some patterns: Injuries follow busy roads, but deaths are especially on our high-speed roads. Certain roads light up with higher numbers of incapacitating injuries and deaths. 



4. Education 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Raising awareness is key: to the magnitude of the problem and to the behaviors that contribute.



A strong, branded, Vision Zero 
educational media campaign 
 use data to educate all Austinites on the 

severity of the problem 
 

 dangerous traveling behaviors  
 

 should be inclusive, culturally-sensitive 
 

 produce events in “hotspot” areas, around the 
top contributing factors 



5. Policy Changes 

Enforcement:  
- e.g. cite & release 
- distracted driving 

Land use/design:  
- e.g. CodeNEXT & 

Transportation Criteria Manual 

Legislative:  
- e.g. allow safety cameras 
- lower default speed limit 



III. Implementation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we need to develop a Vision Zero program and continue the TF. We’re seeing greater collaboration between depts and agencies, as well as community groups. The conversations and insights that have come out of the TF so far are changing how we look at transportation safety.



 
• Establish a Vision Zero Program 

Continued interdepartmental, interagency, and 
community coordination 

 

•  Continue the Vision Zero Task Force  
Representation from key community groups, 
including advocates for the most vulnerable 
road users.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Representatives from the pedestrian, bicycling, and motorcycling groups; minority communities including the African American and Spanish-speaking communities; the homeless population and homeless services; and advocates for older adults, people with disabilities, and social workers who work withat-risk communities will work with government members of the Task Force to ensure their constituents’ concerns and needs are addressed.



Report Card 
Staff will produce an annual Vision Zero 
Report Card, to be reviewed by the Task 
Force and the City Council. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluates the effectiveness of actions and tracks implementation progress.The report card will track:total fatal and incapacitating injury crashes;fatal and incapacitating injury crashes by mode;fatal and incapacitating injury crashes athotspot locations with targeted interventions; andfatal and incapacitating injury crashes involving top contributing factors.



Appendix: Action Table & Costs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Full list of actions, status, agencies responsible, cost and percent funded



Next Steps 

1. Revised draft posted on website 
2. Council Mobility Committee May 9 
3. City Council – possibly May 19 



How to Participate 
Read the draft plan & provide your feedback to 
visionzero@austintexas.gov 

mailto:visionzero@austintexas.gov


How to Participate 
Be a part of the change.  
• never drink and drive 
• put the phone down 
• slow down 
• look out for others 
• promote safe behavior to your family & friends 
• exercise patience & be a little friendlier 

 
No matter how you get around, remember 
we’re all in this together.  
 

 
 



Questions? 
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